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To all hospitality workers, whether you’re serving the Rich and Shameless or the poor and 

blameless, and to all corporate grunts plugging away in a 9 to 5 world, dreaming about getting 

out but not yet having the courage to actually do it. 

And to my wonderful wife who stood by my side and worked so hard with me on this book. 
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Preface 

The events in this story are all true and celebrities’ names have not been altered.  

According to my lawyer I didn’t need to do so.  

However, the names of my co-workers have been changed to protect the innocent and the 

guilty.  And, the name of the establishment has been altered – mostly to protect myself from their 

powerful hand – at the request of my attorney whose job it is to protect me from lawsuits. You’d 

better be right, Esquire junior. 

But then, you'll probably figure it out since it wouldn’t take the Riddler from Batman to 

decode this one. 

 

  



Prologue 

It’s amazing that we all come across bartenders, waiters or waitresses pretty regularly in 

our lives, yet most people know nothing about them or their work.  More often than not, we 

don’t pay much attention to who they are or what they’re thinking.  Like Oz, they seem to go 

behind the curtain, do some magic, and soon reappear with our most desired items.  We don’t 

really care to know more, as long as we get the dining experience we are expecting and 

everything goes well.   

This is especially true of the rich and shameless who, rightly or wrongly, tend to regard 

all other humans as some form of servant.  And yet, these servers, as we are now called, are 

thinking, feeling humans who are not only as individual as our guests, but hold hidden powers of 

persuasion, of timing, of quality control, over one of their most intimate experiences – eating.  

We waiters, waitresses and bartenders are also pretty much all-seeing and all-hearing – 

additional under-the-radar powers that most kindly servers would never abuse.  In fact, if we do 

our jobs right, our customers will never even realize that we hold so much power over them.  

Secret super-heroes, yes, that’s us.  Operating under cover amongst the glitterati and movers and 

shakers of the world, yes, that’s me.  Doesn’t it make sense to get to know us a little better? 

I’ve worked in countless restaurants and nightclubs throughout my life ever since I was a 

mere sixteen years of age. And because I chose to be a musician, waiting tables and bartending 

suited me quite well with quick money, plenty of time to write songs, and no need to take work 

home. I’ve even managed restaurants in Boston and Los Angeles and what a disappointing crap 

job that was. But I never imagined back then that I’d end up serving at the swankiest eatery of 

the rich and famous right in the heart of Beverly Hills, California. Well, that’s probably because 

I always thought I’d be a rich and famous rock star myself and be waited on all my life. 

Anyone who’s waited tables knows that a typical day can include any or all of the 

following:  catastrophically losing an omelet down someone’s back or spilling hot coffee in their 

lap; dropping a tray of glassware; arguing with the chef or busboys; working like a dog for no 

tips and indignant looks. Or in a worst-case scenario, all of the above occurring at the same time 

as: Hey! Where’s my food?!  We don’t have all day, you know! And another corpulent gourmand 

screaming, Waitress! I asked for my check ten minutes ago! While yet another voice across the 

room yells:  Excuse me!  I said medium rare! This steak is cooked well done!   

Working in a restaurant is not for the faint of heart. 

And when you become a server at the top of the Hollywood food chain, the ordeals 

described above might still occur, along with high-level challenges unique to that habitat.  For 

example, how many people can say they have saved Russell Crowe from certain embarrassment 

in front of his friends?  Who has to single-handedly ensure that Johnny Depp’s kids aren’t 

poisoned by their food allergies?  Who quietly serves a famous designer a cup of vodka so he can 

soak his bleeding tongue which was bitten by the starlet he just tried to French kiss?  And who 

overhears detailed descriptions of celebrities’ appalling sexual practices?  Pauli, that genteel 

waiter silently and attentively serving their food, that’s who. 

While perfecting my craft of serving in the country’s most storied and visible Hollywood 

canteen, another, more personal story simmered in the background.  I found myself experiencing 

severe crises of conscience and identity.  I lost myself and almost didn’t come back.  At first I 

found myself seduced by my famous guests’ glamour and self-indulgence, then I grew 

accustomed to it and even started to identify with it, and finally I grew appalled by it.  At the 

same time, I also discovered that the Cricket Room is so mismanaged that waiters quit at a 



regular rate and those who stay experience nightmares and opt for therapy. And yet, the 

challenges I faced – and created – in the Cricket Room during that time strengthened me in ways 

I could not see until I literally found my voice.   

Waiter to the Rich and Shameless is not just a peek into the secretive inner workings of a 

legendary five-star restaurant; it is not just a celebrity tell-all or a scathing corporate analysis.  It 

is a top-tier waiter’s personal coming-of-age story, an intimate look into the complicated 

challenges of serving in the country’s most elite and Hollywood-centric dining establishment 

while fighting to maintain a sense of self and purpose.   

Welcome inside the chaotic, rarely-seen world of a reluctant five-star Waiter to the Rich 

and Shameless.  My name is Pauli, and I’ll be serving you tonight… 

  



CHAPTER 1 

ALMOST FAMOUS 

A new start was what I needed – a do-over. I was only twenty-nine but desperately in 

need of a full-on witness protection level makeover. The rock band I’d been playing with for 

four years was breaking up, not due to lack of talent, but because our lives were all going in 

different directions.  It was the fifth band in ten years to slip through my fingers. I had the gift, I 

had the look and I had the burning desire to make it in the music world.  But it wasn’t coming 

together.  How many years does it take before you can say you really tried?  I was getting sick of 

asking myself that question. 

The new me began with my hair. Out of all the possible things I could change about 

myself, that seemed the easiest. The inside stuff is a helluva lot harder. 

Long, curly handfuls hit the floor, the bleeding remnants of a dead, or at least dying, 

dream:  rock ‘n roll superstar. The barber tasked with changing my appearance from ragged 

rocker to upscale waiter must have seen what he thought was a tear roll down my scruffy cheek, 

but that’s not possible. Rock ‘n roll superstars, even dying ones, don’t cry, dammit. 

“You okay, mang?” he asked in his heavy Spanish accent, addressing me as “dju.” 

“Yeah, I’m fine. I think a hair got in my eye. Change like this is just hard though, you 

know?” 

“Si, I know,” he said, the clippers buzzing against my pale neck. “I come here when I 

was thirteen and it was muy difficult. But it was worth it. Now I am happy. You will see. Clean 

cut more better for work, no?” 

Now I felt like a shithead. I was worrying about a haircut and this man had faced real 

challenges, like probably crossing a desert with nothing but a backpack and a dream. I hoped he 

was right and this shedding of long, sun-bleached hair was going to be more than symbolic. Shit. 

Dreams die hard, but now I needed a new one.   

I had considered my employment options outside of music, and found there was really 

only one: the restaurant business, where I’d often found work during the in-between times that 

music couldn’t pay the bills.  This time, I wanted to work somewhere special.  I had set my 

sights on a few of the classic spots around town, like maybe the legendary Cricket Room.  It was 

Hollywood’s premier hot spot, and had been for decades, frequented by big spenders from all 

over the world.  I had to look the part, which is what brought me to Julio’s Style Shop on Flower 

Street in downtown Los Angeles. He’s good, works cheap, and I knew I wouldn’t run into 

anyone I knew from the music world there. 

I had to make it worth doing, losing my hair, changing my whole identity.  It was only 

hair, I had told myself, but it had been a big part of the way I’d thought of myself for years.  It 

was the image I presented to the world and it was symbolic of my complete dedication to my 

music career.  I had worked hard to build a following, and those fans that had collected my 

posters, music videos, or seen my stage performances might not identify with me anymore. By 

giving up on a music career, was I letting them down? Did I really want to throw this all away, 

visible only in a scrapbook or in a photo on a Facebook page?  I couldn’t help but comfort 

myself by singing The Who’s “Cut My Hair” over and over in my mind: 

Why should I care 

If I have to cut my hair? 

...I have to work myself to death just to fit in. 

…It's all a game, 



'Cos inside I'm just the same… 

Although my hair was just a symbol, it was the outward representation of everything I 

had been aiming for most of my life.  And yet I didn’t feel I had built much of anything at all. 

The numbers just weren’t there. Lightning had not struck. Yeah, I had made some significant 

inroads in the music world, but I was no Steven Tyler even if I was better looking. He had that 

“it” thing going on and it had finally dawned on me that maybe I didn’t. Time to switch lanes. 

As Julio went about his buzzing, whisking, and powdering, I thought about the 

convoluted path that had brought me to this epic fork in the road.  I wasn’t sure which of the 

diverging paths to take.  I couldn’t yet see the one that would eventually lead me to the Cricket 

Room, but I knew I had to leave the path I had been following. By cutting my hair, I was making 

a commitment to follow a new dream. 

I should probably introduce myself. My name is Paul but everyone calls me Pauli. Last 

name Hartford. My Sicilian family settled in Chicago where my parents met. Later they moved 

to Los Angeles for the California dream, making me a first generation Angelino. Then, for some 

goddamn reason, we moved to Scandinavia when I was about five. We stayed there even after 

my dad abandoned us during his mid-life crisis and went back to the States.  Scandinavia’s cold, 

and they eat a lot of fish and weird shit there, not to mention all their peculiar rituals and holiday 

traditions, which never resonated with me as a kid.  Against all odds, my single mom managed to 

make a good life for me and my siblings. I’m third of four kids so that birth order puts me 

squarely at risk for ever becoming mature enough to succeed. I got the rebelliousness and charm 

of a middle child and the fun-loving, attention seeking self-centeredness of the baby in the 

family.  Recipe for disaster. 

Growing up in Denmark, I was exposed to European musical influences from the German 

operatic punk band Nina Hagen to the inescapable ABBA whom I never really liked.  I grew up 

admiring bands and artists like The Police, Talking Heads, Lou Reed, Blondie, The Ramones, 

Aerosmith, The Cars, and David Bowie.  But living in Scandinavia as not only an American, but 

one without a dad, I always felt like an outsider. Music became my refuge and best friend early 

in my life.  In my teens, I took drum lessons and started teaching myself to sing and play guitar.  

I even got my first recording contract in Stockholm when I was seventeen.  Who could give a 

crap if kids at school treated me like an outcast, when I had the world of music to retreat into 

where I got praise and attention. Musicians are all praise junkies and I was no exception. 

One fine day as we were in the studio with our music producer putting the final touches 

on our first single, my brother Jimmy, who was the lead singer and will be known as Judas from 

now on, informed us that he was quitting the band to dedicate his life to Scientology.  I could 

almost hear a needle being dragged across a vinyl record as I imagined our contract disappearing 

as if it had been written in invisible ink.  Nothing could change his so-called mind; he was 

hooked.  Game over. 

When I turned twenty-two, I moved to Boston to be near my estranged father.  I 

continued to work hard to develop my musical talents:  I took singing lessons and began 

composing songs on my beat-up guitar.  

Eventually my brother was delivered from the Scientology cult thanks to a de-

programmer my father hired.  A freed Judas begged to come join me in Boston.  I was already 

working with three different Berklee College of Music student producers who specialized in 

audio engineering.  In return for letting them sharpen their skills on my original songs, I was 

getting free demos out of it.  While Judas had been sidelined by his quasi-religious crisis and 

getting “clear” or whatever the fuck Scientologists do, I had continued to develop my talents.  By 



the time we got back on track, I had become the lead singer, with Judas singing only a few songs 

from our repertoire.  By default, he was forced to work on his guitar playing skills just to keep 

up.  He had lost a little bit of the spotlight and was secretly harboring resentment about the 

shadow he was standing in. Apparently, Scientology had not prepared him to play second fiddle. 

We grew our hair long, as Bon Jovi was just becoming wildly popular, but our sound was 

more British, like the groups Gene Loves Jezebel or Tears for Fears.  After an airing of a 

homemade demo on the #1 radio station in Boston, KISS 108, we were invited to an annual 

station party, where I managed to get our demo to one of the owners of a new up and coming 

label out of Florida. 

When Miami-based Pantera Productions offered us an eighteen-month recording contract 

we immediately left Boston and a foot of snow to move to sunny Miami Beach, where we started 

yet another new band. This time, though, the producer wasn’t getting us any deals and Judas and 

I couldn’t seem to get along.  It’s not uncommon for bandmates to get testy during long periods 

of inactivity, but our stress level kept building like a gathering storm with nasty black clouds on 

the horizon.  Personal differences came between us that had little to do with the music, or lack 

thereof, and the band dissolved after just a year.  

I had been pursued earlier back in Boston by a rich Asian investor who was dying to 

break into the music business.  I managed to get hold of him where he was now living, in Los 

Angeles.  He was thrilled to get re-connected and sent me a decent contract, including a year’s 

living expenses and a paid ticket to Los Angeles. I took it.  Anything to get away from the bad 

vibes in Miami. 

There I was in my twenties, moving to the music and entertainment capital of the world 

with the promise of rock ‘n roll glory waiting for me.  It was the height of the glitz era of rock ‘n 

roll – the Sunset Strip was loaded with longhaired freaks all dressed up like Mötley Crüe and 

Poison.  It’s funny, we all looked like girls back then (or like young men daring to look like girls 

for the fuck-you of rebellion).  I have to admit that I even found myself checking out some hot 

chicks now and then that turned out to be guys.  Ouch! That can dent your self-esteem quickly, 

not to mention making you rethink your sexuality. Fortunately, in LA nobody gives shit like that 

a second thought. 

The venues along the Strip are packed with the histories of every great rock band that 

ever existed – most of them started in LA or came here to make it.  The Doors met here, the 

Eagles, Frank Zappa, Guns ‘n Roses, Jane’s Addiction, Metallica, Rage Against the Machine, 

Quiet Riot, Ratt, Van Halen, Red Hot Chili Peppers, The Byrds, Concrete Blonde, The Beach 

Boys – they all got their start in Los Angeles.  LA is to rock what Nashville is to country music. I 

was stoked - ready to try it all again, as if for the first time, although in reality this was the third 

time I had been signed since my teens.  Maybe the third time would be the charm.  

This time around, I was working with a music producer who signed me to a recording 

contract with a wealthy production company called FoYo Productions, which was funded by a 

major Asian label, Rock Records.  I settled into sunny LA quickly - it was kinda like Miami with 

the warm weather and lots of Spanish, but yet a totally different, exciting vibe.  

We began recording my songs with a group of talented professional musicians 

handpicked by my producer.  We used some of the best recording facilities in the country, laying 

some basic tracks in a studio called One on One, which was known for producing the legendary 

drum sound on Mötley Crüe’s Dr. Feelgood album.  In true heavy metal fashion, the studio had a 

pool table and the Playboy channel playing on monitors 24/7.  Metallica had just recently 

completed its album there so we used a lot of the same techniques that producer Bob Rock had 



originated.  The sound we got was powerful.  My confidence was soaring as the rock guitars 

roared, drums pounded, and my raspy voice reached for the rafters.  The music came alive, and 

my voice had never sounded better. 

After One on One, we moved to Fidelity in Studio City which was owned by Artie Ripp 

whose claim to fame was his discovery of and partnership with Billy Joel in the very early years.  

We spent about a month finishing up all the vocal, guitar and keyboard overdubs and then started 

playing live at all the celebrated clubs along the Sunset Strip.  We called ourselves Jonathan 

Pauli. We were quite popular, especially at a hot Hollywood joint called The China Club.  The 

stage and sound there were the best in town, and every Monday there were all-star jams with 

members of Kiss, the Doobie Brothers, and artists like Rick James, John Entwistle, Slash, Teena 

Marie, Michael Bolton, and Joe Walsh.  We got a very favorable write-up in one of the biggest 

local rock magazines and we started to believe we were badass.  My dream of being a rock ‘n 

roll superstar was finally going to come true.  

But my manager at the time was an idiot, a real clown who thought all you had to do was 

buy tons of cocaine and the record execs would come running.  But just like in a shitty ‘B’ 

movie, he got so addicted to the coke himself that he always looked sick and weird; powerful and 

important record executives stayed as far away from him (and therefore us) as they could.  

Instead, a herd of losers and drug addicts started hanging around the band – people who couldn’t 

do a thing for us and made us look sleazy.  I was stuck with him because he had paid for all the 

recordings.  He basically owned my ass and at times I felt like he was my music pimp.   

Astonishingly, we finally made a highly polished music video that we shot California-

style, using a beautiful sun-drenched beach and starring my girlfriend at the time.  She was the 

hottest girl I had ever seen and was a former Playboy model – the perfect LA music video diva.  

And there I was lip-synching in my mesh tank top, brown jeans, long girly hair (now lying like a 

dead rat in a pile at my feet) flying in the wind, primitive necklace, and a little facial hair, 

looking like Fabio.  The video actually turned out great and just as we were getting meetings at 

record labels to showcase the music, the Nirvana wave hit.  That was less than a year after we 

had finished mixing the album.  Overnight my music was out of style and “Grunge” was the 

buzzword on every record executive’s mind.  Even the execs began wearing flannel shirts to 

work.  My timing sucked, like someone running to catch a bus that’s just pulling out of the 

station.  

It was a cruel joke.  AOR (album-oriented rock) was dead, and it was goodbye Pauli, 

hello to angry depressed white rockers.  How the hell was I supposed to fit into this?  My deal 

with the production company was up, no more money. What could I do?  So I took a job as a 

waiter. Wet dream over, hello dry white wine. 

My first job in LA was at the El Torito Grill in Beverly Hills, an upscale version of the 

regular El Torito where they served designer margaritas and had a traditional Comal grill to 

make fresh tortillas for every table.  I just slicked my rock ‘n roll hair back into a ponytail and 

put my music persona on the shelf while I was working.  I kept playing my music and 

performing all over the Hollywood area as often as I could, all the while working as a waiter at 

various restaurants and bartending gigs to pay the bills. The dream was like Freddie Kruger and 

wouldn’t die, but it was bleeding and on life support.  

After several years of feeling like my music career was stuck in idle, I decided to take a 

break from the music biz altogether, which was gut-wrenching.  I had put so much hard work 

into it, and all of my love, passion, and hope, but had still come up almost empty-handed.  It was 

hard to take. I asked myself, “How the fuck did I get here?” as the Talking Heads once said.  “Is 



this the end of the road?”  I finally felt that it wasn’t worth it anymore, and decided I needed to 

make a big change. 
As I sat down in Julio’s chair, I knew I had to create a physical and symbolic break with 

my past and start anew.  As each twelve-inch lock of my rock ‘n roll hair fell to the floor, I 

thought of yet another song I had recorded that no one would ever hear.  I had no idea what I 

would do with my life if I weren’t pursuing that dream, but a new one was beginning to form.  

Julio finally snapped me from my reverie by removing the cloth he had covered me with, 

shaking the rest of my former mane onto the floor, and spinning me to face the mirror. I was 

stunned! Who is this guy? I would have to get to know him again. I smiled and he smiled back. 

“Dju like?” Julio asked, his eyes narrowed with concern. 

“Yes, I like it a lot,” I answered. And I meant it. This felt great. Not just lighter 

physically, but unlike Samson who had become weak when Delilah cut his long, flowing hair, I 

actually looked and felt younger, stronger than I had in years – as if a heavy load had literally 

been lifted from my shoulders. This guy staring at me in the mirror could do anything. He was 

someone to reckon with. 

We shook hands and the new me gave Julio a huge tip, one I couldn’t afford, but it felt 

right. I’d do without something else.  

I took one last glance in the mirror, winked at the new guy, and headed out into the heat 

of the day. 

  



CHAPTER 2 

MODERN TIMES 

My video vixen girlfriend and I broke up.  You’re shocked, I know. You thought it was 

gonna last like all those other LA rocker-model romances. Sorry to disappoint. Who knows, 

maybe she liked me better as a rock star, since she traded me in for a real one:  Matt Sorum, the 

drummer for Guns ‘n Roses and The Cult.  By then I didn’t care much what she did – she had 

revealed herself as a typical Hollywood bimbo and I was no longer interested in her scene. The 

old rocker me would have become moody and brooding, maybe written a song about getting 

dumped.  The new me handled it well; fuck her, loser. 

The new me also had to find a job, and I wanted to aim high.  The legendary Cricket 

Room had always been just a distantly intriguing enigma to me.  I didn’t know anyone who 

frequented the place or anyone who worked there, but somehow I had always felt some sort of 

vague attraction to it.  I had driven past its iconic façade on the way to Malibu Beach quite often, 

but it wasn’t until I needed a better job that I actually considered applying for work there.   

At the time I was working part-time in downtown LA as a nightclub bartender.  The 

money was good there but year after year the clientele was the same every night or might as well 

have been, like interchangeable parts.  They were as boring as beer guzzlers at the neighborhood 

bowling alley and I found that I had very little in common with them.  I was feeling restless. It 

was time to move on. The new clean-cut me hoped and prayed that this would be the answer.  I 

figured if this was to be my chosen profession, I’d better make it count and aim for the top.   

It always seemed that the Cricket Room’s stucco walls held back a tidal wave of secrets 

and old Hollywood glamour. The more I thought about it, the more it drew me into its web. Hey, 

I looked the part now, not like some out of work rock musician looking to fill time between gigs. 

Maybe they’d hire me. 

One day, just on a leap of faith, I decided to get dressed up, walk in, and apply for a job.  

It was noon on a random Wednesday and Sunset Boulevard was chaotic. The street was filled 

with automobile bling-obsessed drivers showing off in their “Fuck you, no wait, fuck me!” sports 

cars and pseudo-macho Range Rovers that would never see anything so dirty as a range.  But 

even with all the assholes buzzing by me like locusts in a swarm, I was able to appreciate the 

lush tree-lined streets of Beverly Hills on the beautiful drive to the Cricket Room. I could tune 

out the “now” and imagine how things had been in Hollywood’s true glamour days, when boozy 

blondes were to be hidden, not displayed on talk shows, and leading men could really act. 

Unlike the people you meet in Beverly Hills who look better from a distance, the property 

was more impressive close up.  Designed in a Mediterranean Revival style with immaculate 

verdant gardens, I felt I had arrived at the end of the rainbow.  They even had a designated 

parking lot large enough to accommodate all the Cricket Room employees.  This is unheard of in 

LA with land costing by the inch instead of per acre. It was also the right day – they were 

accepting applications.   

I walked through the foyer and into the grand dining room across the plush carpet with a 

design theme so large it stretched across the entire floor to make its point.  An instant vibe of 

money and success emanated from the walls even though the restaurant was empty. The smell of 

riches was palpable. The wood was oiled, the marble was polished, and the wait staff looked like 

an elite regiment. Yeah, this was what I wanted to be a part of. This was special. 

You see, people think of waiters to the rich and famous as powerless, people who can’t 

do anything else, and the job as subservient and demeaning. In fact, the opposite is true. Even 



back in the old days, it’s always been the “servants” who ran the show. For instance, in the new 

series Downton Abbey it’s the butler, Carson, who commands everything going on in the castle. 

His employers even come to him for advice.  When you can control someone’s entire evening or 

special event, that’s power. When you know their secrets and their habits, and they know nothing 

about you, that’s power. 

As I entered the HR office, after being directed there by a liveried doorman wearing 

white gloves, I came face to face with a friendly woman whose name turned out to be Aggie.  

Aggie smiled her best Human Resources smile and asked me for which position I was applying.   

“Bartender,” I said, and then I introduced myself and noticed her soft, curly blonde locks 

and a defining mole near her mouth.  She had nice blue eyes and a calm air about her, reminding 

me of Marilyn Monroe, or maybe her much younger cousin. She presented me with a hefty stack 

of paperwork and I wondered if she were working here while pursuing an acting career. 

“Fill these out please,” she said. 

With a playful, sarcastic grin I asked, “This isn’t a government job, is it?”   

She laughed and said that I should let her know when I was done so she could look it 

over.  I was used to the old rock ‘n roll way of hiring in which a recommendation and a cocaine 

connection pretty much sealed the deal.  This place was a completely different story.  In addition 

to running a credit report on me, they wanted my Social Security number, all of my work history, 

my contacts, references, banking information, a criminal background check and my DMV 

history.  It was a more elaborate routine than I had been subjected to for any other restaurant job 

I had ever applied for. More like what one would expect from a large corporation rather than a 

glitzy show biz meeting place.   

Aggie informed me after I had turned in my application that there would also be a 

mandatory drug test. “Are you okay with that?” Her smile had disappeared as though she were 

reflecting on the others who had fled the building when told of a drug test. 

“Of course, sure, no problem,” I replied confidently, my mind racing. Fuck. 

I had an instant flashback to doing coke after work the night before at the bar downtown.  

Shit!  Well, nice try buddy, I thought as I said goodbye to Aggie and her sweet smile.  I 

remember her saying, “We’ll be doing callbacks, so expect to hear from us soon.”  Yeah, sure. 

“Okay, it was a pleasure meeting you, Aggie, thank you.” There was nothing but smiles 

from everyone as I left the coolness of the building and was slapped in the face with the LA heat.  

The air was so thick you could practically eat it with a spoon. 

Once I reached my car, I looked back at the beautiful property I was leaving behind. I 

closed the car door and started yelling, “Shit! Shit! Shit! What the fuck was I thinking? What 

kind of place is this? A fucking drug test for a bartender?  Who the fuck would my employer be, 

the fucking Vatican?  Of course, I’ve got drugs in my body!  I’m a goddamn LA bartender!  

They should have a sign outside their goddamn office announcing that mandatory drug testing 

would be required. This was fucking entrapment!  I’m gonna sue your asses!”  

My rant over, I took a deep breath and got out of my car.  I opened the trunk to grab an 

emergency cigarette.  Hell, I don’t even smoke any more, but when I get all steamed up like this, 

I have to.  I let the nicotine rush to my brain, momentarily numbing my nerves and soothing my 

mind.  The passion surprised me; I hadn’t expected to care so much but suddenly I did.  I wanted 

this job but I was probably fucked before I even got a shot. 

As my anger dissolved, I gazed down at the paper Aggie had given me when I was 

leaving the HR office.  There was an address and a name of the clinic where I had to go before 

they closed.  I still had a few hours, though.  Maybe if I ran up and down the Santa Monica stairs 



on Adelaide Drive for three hours, perhaps then I could sweat it all out.  Or, what if I drank a 

couple gallons of that drug detox tea?  Maybe that would accelerate the process.  I said a silent 

goodbye to the place and drove straight over to the clinic on San Vicente Boulevard past the 

Beverly Center. Once again I could see that bus pulling out of the station, leaving my sorry ass 

behind. 

With my head hung low and kicking at the sidewalk, I walked slowly along San Vicente 

until I reached the clinic.  I can’t believe it. Why didn’t I know this? I’m so naïve; this is Beverly 

Hills – of course they’re gonna drug test me.  When I finally walked into the clinic, I showed 

them the paperwork that Aggie had given me and they photocopied my driver’s license.  I 

thought, Oh great! Are they gonna share this with the fucking DMV?  I must have said it aloud 

because the girl said, “No, we keep it confidential.  We’ll just inform the HR department that you 

passed or failed and that’s all, no details.”   

“Well that’s a relief,” I replied, surprised that she’d heard me.  After the test, I drove 

home to Valley Village where I roomed with two other guys.  We had rented a house with a pool 

and the garage had been converted into a big music studio. I plopped myself down on the couch 

and watched a stupid reality TV show marathon for the rest of the night, hoping to forget that I’d 

screwed up a great chance to change my life for the better. 

Finally, bored shitless, I went to the computer, found a blog titled Diary of a Waiter and 

clicked on it: 

The moment you are seated, in a carefully choreographed ballet wherein I 

play the lead, we will meet. You will not know the rest of the team assigned to 

your dining pleasure and comfort, but their roles are also very important. But I’m 

the one who will pretend not to notice your tears when your dinner date is late, 

the one who figures out what you mean when your requests are vague to the point 

of incoherence, and I’m the one you will reward for my kindness and patience 

with a huge tip. At least that’s the way it’s supposed to work. 

You might not think so, at least at first, but waiting tables can be very 

exciting. It is a game of chance – you are at the mercy of whatever dumbass (or 

genius) is doing the seating. You never know who is going to land butt first in a 

chair or booth at your station. It’s like Russian roulette, but without the bullets. At 

least you hope so. You are the pawn and the opposing pieces are shadows. You 

can lose (no tip) or win big, and the only control you have is your skill. You may 

be serving the dishes, but ultimately you must take whatever the shadow, now 

before you in full color, dishes out to you. 

I have waited on homeless people with coupons, wannabe starlets with 

expired credit cards, and celebrities who are so wealthy they have to try extra 

hard just to spend all their money. It becomes a game to them. 

In Hollywood, having a fat wallet trumps shirt, shoes, and civilized 

behavior for service. 

After reading that, I wanted the job in Beverly Hills even more. If my life got any sadder, 

I’d have to switch from rock to country songs. The good old boys do a much better job of 

wailing the hell out of a guitar and singing about dogs, pickup trucks, and women with big boobs 

and small hearts. 

Three days later, I got a message from Aggie saying that they wanted me to come in for a 

second round of interviews.  I must’ve listened to that message twenty times to make sure it was 

my name she was saying and that I understood her right.  When I called them back I was told to 



show up on a Wednesday again for an interview with the Maître d’ and manager of the Cricket 

Room.  Holy crap!  

Have I mentioned how famous the Cricket Room is?  It’s meet-cute central for all of 

Hollywood’s A-list players.  It’s been featured in books and movies for decades and is known 

around the world. Their logo is even featured on a famous designer’s clothing. Fuck me, and 

they’re calling me back? Me? 

Maybe the nurse with the white coat had dropped my piss test in the toilet or shattered the 

vial on the cold marble floor.  I’m not sure what kind of divine intervention was in place but it 

was definitely happening, because they would never have called me back for a second interview 

if the test had been done properly.  I was one-hundred percent sure of that.   

Well as it happened, the interview went very well.  The guy I met with had a very strong 

Spanish accent and didn’t ask me too many questions; I think he was just sizing me up. He kept 

staring deep into my eyes over his thick black-rimmed glasses like he was trying to do some 

Hollywood version of a Vulcan mind meld.  

On my way out, I was immediately scheduled for a third and final interview, again on a 

Wednesday.  This time I would be interviewed by the Director of Food and Beverage.  What was 

it with all these interviews?  I thought that they must have had my title mixed up with someone 

else’s and that I’d wind up with a position in upper management.  Who interviews a fucking 

bartender three times? The Cricket Room, that’s who. 

The following week when I met the Director, he was a bit stern, very formal in his 

demeanor, but we got along pretty well and I established that I was in fact only applying for the 

bartending job, not GM.  Apparently, there was never any doubt in his mind, but I just couldn’t 

figure out why they had to summon the Spanish Inquisition just to hire a bartender.  I guess in 

Beverly Hills they do shit differently, at least on the outside. 

Two days later I was called in to meet the real GM, which was just a formality, and thank 

God, because I was hung over.  He did ask me more questions as if they weren’t sure about 

hiring me yet, so I played his game.  He was a strange-looking man, stiff as hell, in an expensive 

suit and tie. He reminded me of a mannequin with dyed brown hair and ‘70s-style tinted reading 

glasses like Saul wore in Ocean’s Eleven.  I pretended I was the Clooney character and tried for 

sophisticated nonchalance.  

Once he was done making me nervous, which was clearly his power trip shtick, he shook 

my hand and said, “Congratulations, we’re excited to have you join the team.”  

I smiled and breathed a sigh of relief, which probably smelled like a vodka martini. 

That’s what George and I drink.   

He pointed to Aggie and said, “That young lady will get you all set up with your uniform, 

medical and dental insurance, as well as an optional 401K plan.”   

I thanked him and told him that I was excited, too.  Actually, I was. This was a big damn 

deal. George Clooney can go fuck himself. I got this. 

Aggie explained the benefits program to me and said, “I was rooting for you, Paul.”  

“Thanks, Aggie.  You are all so nice here, and you’re obviously not on drugs. I don’t 

know how you do it,” I said jokingly.  

“Prescription meds,” she said and we both had a good laugh.  I was still smiling when I 

got out to my car.  Coincidentally, I was parked in the very same spot as on my first visit when I 

was saying goodbye, only now I was saying hello. Maybe I was catching that elusive bus after 

all. 



There was only room for one daytime bartender and I had beat out twenty or more other 

applicants who didn’t quite fit the bill.  I wondered if one of those unlucky bastards had gotten 

my urine test results.  I did remember seeing two of the other applicants there at the clinic. C’est 

la vie, as Chuck Berry used to say.  I had struggled enough lately and this new job at the Cricket 

Room could just be my salvation.  Somehow the prospect of working at this legendary, five-star 

oasis for A-listers kept my mind off almost everything else and made it easier to leave my rock 

‘n roll past behind. If it all worked out, maybe I’d start a blog and compete with the other dude 

I’d been reading. He sounded like a douche anyway. 

The angels were smiling down upon me and I felt that if I listened hard enough, I could 

make out the fanfare of their triumphant horns announcing my victory.  This was no longer the 

funeral march that I’d imagined being played as I’d walked toward the clinic for my drug test.  It 

was more like Caesar’s victory march.  Veni, Vedi, Vinci! 

A comprehensive training period began.  I was issued a classic Cricket Room uniform, 

which reminded me of a butler’s or ship steward’s outfit.  I looked very fancy with my hair cut 

short and no facial hair, which was not allowed.  Fortunately, I had listened so some inner angel 

that had kept me from getting that neck tattoo I’d once considered. Suddenly, I felt all grown up 

– it was the first time that I’d ever had employment benefits.  Medical, dental, and financial.  I 

had never heard of a restaurant that provided benefits. They also gave me a fifty-page Employee 

Handbook – I had two days to read it and return the signed pages; it was ridiculous but 

mandatory, so I signed it without reading most of it.  A change took place in me almost 

immediately.  I felt safe, protected, dignified, and respected. A first.  As a rock musician I got a 

lot of attention, but it was fleeting and insubstantial. This was tangible evidence that I was worth 

something. Management cared enough about me to insure my health and future financial 

stability. 

It was cool during my training to learn that the Cricket Room bar uses the old-fashioned, 

classic “Club Service.” If you ordered a rum and Coke, for instance, you would get rum on the 

rocks and the bartender would open a small bottle of Coke, pour the Coke from the bottle over 

your rum, and then you would keep what’s left in the bottle of Coke next to your drink.  No soda 

guns at all.  The drinks always arrived on an elegant paper coaster emblazoned with the Cricket 

Room logo (an elegant green Cricket League shield).  Patrons are also offered a trio of 

complimentary first class bar snacks, which are accompanied by a small linen napkin neatly 

folded in quarters.  The whole presentation of even the simplest drink was one of elegance, class, 

and sophistication.  

The night bartender, Don, had been there for years.  He was the grandfatherly patron of 

the Cricket Room and looked the part.  There was also a swing shift bartender named Mary who 

covered our days off.  She was a fat, aging version of Pat Benatar from the wild frizzy hair and 

lots of makeup era.  Mary worked two night and two day shifts and still had full benefits.  She 

liked it that way because if she didn’t she would have changed it.  Mary was forceful, strong-

minded and pushy as hell but we got along well because I did everything just the way she taught 

me.  Otherwise, I’m sure there would have been a problem. I also treated her respectfully and 

never flirted with her - you’d be surprised how many guys would, just because they thought she 

would help them. This was a dream job and I sure as hell didn’t want to fuck it up by being a 

smartass. 

Mary was instrumental in helping me pass my ninety-day review.  If she hadn’t wanted 

me to pass, it wouldn’t have happened. She was that trusted.  She gave me detailed instructions 

on how to maintain the bar, polish the brass, dust the bottles, stock the glasses, wipe down 



shelves, and accomplish many more required tasks with near military precision.  Every morning 

there was an hour of new side-work to be done and I paid close attention.  It seemed that the 

night crew didn’t do any of this. They probably figured they were the “A” Team and us day 

peons could do the grunt work. That was okay with me, at least for a while, but I had ambitions 

to move up, even as a probationary employee. I was inside those magical walls now and I wanted 

to take full advantage. 

The ninety-day review marked the end of my trial period, and it entailed a strict grading 

of my grooming, product knowledge, punctuality, and attitude.  If I hadn’t done well, I would’ve 

been let go.  I’d never heard of this kind of thing at any of my previous employers’ 

establishments.  I was taken aback at how “by the book” the place was run.  But by then, I was 

rocking and rolling and my review was pretty much just a formality.  There I was, finally on my 

own, and I could call myself the bartender of the Cricket Room.  That was a status not many 

achieved and I was damn proud of myself.   

During those ninety days, I had already gotten to know most of the local Beverly Hills 

regulars.  My shift ran from eleven in the morning to seven at night, so I didn’t see much of the 

legendary late-night craziness.  But there were plenty of early birds who liked to drink their 

lunch from a martini glass, treating the olive as a salad.   

One of Michael Jackson’s many doctors enjoyed expensive chardonnay by the glassful.  

A local tycoon who bought and sold bankrupt businesses always carried at least five grand in 

hundred dollar bills rolled up in a rubber band.  He liked black cherry vodka with a squeeze of 

lime and a bottle of club soda on the side. A female Beverly Hills court clerk poured out her 

sorrows into her Ketel One martinis.  She drank them dirty so her tears wouldn’t ruin the taste.  

Frequent customers included a couple of middle-aged trust fund slackers who claimed they had 

tour-managed for the Rolling Stones, which I later found out was a crock.  Then there was the 

famous lawyer who would never look me in the eye.  Mr. Rubin had lost all his money in a big 

legal scandal but he still had enough left to eat and drink well at the Cricket Room.   

Another interesting repeat customer was the congenial owner of a private jet company. 

Marcus drank about four martinis in an hour’s time and got aggressive enough to start arguments 

with random women every time he visited. I think he was mad at his mother.  Of course, there 

were always one or two looky-loos, tourists or writers from out of town who were too stupid to 

recognize the celebrities sitting right next to them.  If it wasn’t one of the Jonas brothers or Justin 

Bieber, they didn’t give a shit. 

On the surface, it was the most civilized job I’d ever had, but I wasn’t fooled by the 

assortment of white-collar drunks lined up in front of me.  A vice is a vice, a drunk is a drunk, no 

matter what the booze costs. You can be a useless piece of shit drinking high-end Scotch 

whiskey just as easily as you can drinking swill at a neighborhood dive. You just feel better 

about yourself.  

After the ninety days were up, I really enjoyed being the captain of my bar with no one 

looking over my shoulder.  I was inspired by the one-on-one contact with guests from around the 

world and the fact that I didn’t have to rely on anyone else – cooks, bar-backs, etc. – in order to 

do a great job. I was totally self-sufficient behind the bar.  It began to feel as if the Cricket Room 

bar was my own living room.  I was in complete control. My days were filled with talk about 

international issues, politics, and show biz, the main occupation of this industry town and 

shaking up fresh-raspberry lemon drop martinis, key lime martinis with graham cracker rims, 

mojitos and glasses of fine Champagne for the ladies.  The men drank an occasional mint julep, 



vodka martini, or Macallan 18 at twenty-five bucks a pop as if they were just bottled water. I 

even started reading more newspapers and trade magazines so I could converse intelligently. 

One evening as I was cleaning up, getting ready to go off duty for the day, I looked 

around the room. The mirrored wall behind me was lined with sparkling, softly backlit glass 

shelves boasting thousand-dollar bottles of cognac and all the finest liquors of the world.  As I 

stood behind my intimate, solid oak bar outfitted with brass rail trim, it was a good feeling.  It 

dawned on me all over again that the Cricket Room was truly a unique place.  And not just as a 

bar frequented by Hollywood’s elite, but because there was no other place quite like it in the 

world. It had history and tradition. This was a rarified atmosphere that deserved to be treated 

with damn near reverence. 

It also demanded a high level of commitment and integrity, two qualities that were 

necessary while pursuing my music career.  So it wasn’t too much of a stretch – I felt up for the 

challenge. The rocker slouch was gone, replaced by squared shoulders and prideful chin. I had 

slid into a long line of tradition and I felt like I belonged.  

I took my position as a dignified bartender to heart.  I cleaned up my language, started 

paying more attention to the details of service, and brushed up on my etiquette.  Thanks to the 

international clientele, I also got in touch with my European roots more than ever before.  Living 

in Western Europe where respect for history, art, and good taste are all ingrained in society, it 

has a deep, almost unconscious effect on you.  Their culture of service is more refined and 

developed than ours in the US.  Over there, schools for service personnel are considered 

gateways to an honorable profession.  I came to believe that the Cricket Room had been founded 

on these principles. 

As time went on, I started to relax enough to get to know some of the staff.  Our hostess, 

Ariella, was the real-life embodiment of Jessica Rabbit.  She wore her skirt short, her heels high, 

and her blouse bursting with feminine exuberance.  She was something else. With her thickly but 

expertly made up eyes and face, she impressed every man and woman who walked in the door.  

Her demeanor was professional in the dining room but behind the curtains, she could hang with 

the guys and handle the raunchiest of conversations.  Though the company openly discouraged 

dating colleagues, I’d had my eyes glued to her from the first day.  

Then there was Lola, the always blasé sous chef whom I had to deal with when my guests 

ordered anything solid to accompany their liquid lunch or early dinner.  Lola was a tall blonde 

with no particular body features that worked in her favor.  Her hair was short, her eyes sky blue 

and droopy, and she only moved fast if she was mad.  Then she’d rush around the kitchen with 

short quick steps, dropping the F-bomb every other word.  Lola was a classic example of a 

burnout and her attitude was one of indifference to nearly everything.  It was always a battle to 

get perfect food from her to serve my guests, but I was protective of them and fought her every 

time she slapped some shit on a plate that looked nothing like it was supposed to. Fuck her, my 

customers were more important than her apathy and I let her know it. Needless to say, she was 

not fond of me.  

During my first six months at the Cricket Room, I became friends with one of the most 

original and talented waiters anyone could ever hope to work with.  His name was Jens, 

pronounced with a soft J as Yens. Jens was about thirty-five years old, blonde, slim as a twelve-

year-old boy, and Danish.  He spoke French, German and English as well as Danish, and he had 

had a thorough culinary education.  He’d attended schools in Russia, Tokyo and in Denmark to 

study the culinary arts and he knew all there was to know about fine food, fine wine, and the art 

of five-star food service.   



Jens stopped at the bar one day right before the lunch rush and struck up a conversation 

with me.  It turned out that we had traveled to many of the same countries and in light of my 

having grown up in Denmark, we instantly hit it off. 

Nowhere in Los Angeles was there another waiter who could match all of his attributes.  I 

used to watch him through the glass that separated the bar dining area from the main dining 

room, animatedly describing our signature dishes, or selling great California cabernets, white 

burgundies or imported champagne to delighted patrons.  He always bowed and smiled as he 

poured. He had a built-in desire to serve and gave those he served attention far beyond their 

expectations. He was quick-witted and charming and there was nothing you could throw at him 

that would stick.  The consummate professional, he was skilled at making people feel 

comfortable.  No matter who they were, he could relate to them and find something to say that 

was appropriate.  There were never any complaints from the guests as far as his service went, but 

his fellow wait-staff complained a lot.  They all grew jealous of his popularity and the many 

guests who began asking specifically for him to serve them.   

The gay boys who worked the day shift thought they controlled the dining room, but soon 

found out that they were being upstaged by Jens, and were in fact losing some of their regulars to 

him.  Customers could tell instantly that he was sincere, really cared about them, and the others 

were just performing for tips. It was entertaining to watch the dance play out in silence, through 

the glass, like an old silent movie. I’m sure many of those early movie stars drank and dined 

here. Maybe their ghosts even haunted the grounds and were at least partially responsible for 

luring me behind the walls. 

The managers all liked Jens because he would come in a bit early and set up the entire 

garden area with perfectly-pressed linens and make sure every table had full salt and pepper 

shakers and polished stemware for water.  He had tremendous energy and passion for the 

business.  The kind you don’t find very often these days.  Jens’s extensive knowledge and 

dedication to the culinary and service arts became an inspiration to me and I found myself 

constantly learning lessons about food and table service from him.  

He made a strange request one morning: he asked me for a Bloody Mary made with 

Akvavit to cure his hangover from the previous night.  From that day on, every morning I had a 

Danish Mary waiting for him in a white Styrofoam cup.  You could say it was my tuition for the 

grand education he was giving me.   

Behind the bar, everything was under control on my watch.  My guests were introducing 

me to check totals I had only dreamed of, as they would order Beluga caviar and drink Dom 

Perignon by the glass.  The hockey great Wayne Gretsky ordered both but added a shot of Stoli 

vodka that he knew I kept in the freezer.  Gretzky was a no-nonsense guy, not exactly loosey-

goosey, just straightforward and tended not to chit chat.  This was just before the U.S. Fish and 

Wildlife Service listed the Beluga sturgeon as a threatened species. Nowadays the guests have to 

settle for Ossetra caviar from Iran.  There’s a lot of stuff to know in the food and beverage 

service business, at least at this level. 

With Gretzky at the bar, I spied Warren Beatty seated in a booth with his hand in the air, 

furiously trying to flag down a server to wait on him.  Instinct told me to approach him 

immediately.  I quickly looked around for our Maître d' but he was nowhere to be found.  Even 

though I hadn’t been trained to serve the tables, watching and listening to Jens had given me a 

false sense of confidence and I boldly approached Mr. Beatty.  He was pretty angry.   



“What the hell is going on here today?  Can you get my guest something to drink?  What 

do you want, Sam, an iced tea?”  Sam nodded.  “Yeah, get us two iced teas and don’t put that 

orange in it just a bunch of lemons on the side, okay?”   

I nod as I’m writing furiously in my captain’s pad.  

“What do you want, the fish, Sam?  Yeah, waiter, we’ll both have the sea bass, broiled 

not grilled, no butter just a little olive oil, no salt and some steamed broccoli and sautéed spinach, 

but sauté the spinach with garlic, would you?  And no salt on anything, right, Sam?” Whoever 

the fuck Sam was, he nodded again.  “And bring us some of that flat bread, the ‘lavask'? You 

know, the hard cracker bread?”   

“Yes, sir, would you like some mineral water?” I asked when I finally got a chance to say 

something.   

“No, we’ll have some green tea after lunch with some blueberries and blackberries for 

dessert, and don’t put any sugar on them – just au naturel, okay? All right, thank you.”   

“Thank you, Mr. Beatty.”  

I repeated his order back to him just to make sure I’d gotten it right.  

“Yeah, yeah, and hurry up with the bread and iced tea, please.”  

“Yes, sir.”   

All of a sudden, I’m a waiter and my guests at the bar are left without a host.  How does 

it happen in a place like this that a superstar like Warren Beatty with Hollywood glamour 

practically tattooed on his forehead can be sitting unnoticed, reduced to waving his hand in the 

air?  It wasn’t long before I realized that there’s a different movie playing behind this particular 

silver screen, one not so obvious to anyone at first glance. 

  



CHAPTER 3 

COCKTAIL 

Bartending is a very special, unique line of work. It’s much more than serving drinks – 

it’s a calling.  Bartenders serve many functions – we are often sounding boards, philosophers, 

psychologists, marriage counselors, dating coaches, emotional stand-ins, devil’s advocates or 

even confidantes.  Sometimes we can even be teachers:  students lined up facing us on barstools, 

eyes fixed, relaxed and engaged, paying complete attention to the story being told or wisdom 

being imparted. What you never discuss, unless you’re the Evel Knievel of bartending, is politics 

and religion. You can lose tips, teeth, or your job by taking the wrong side or insulting 

someone’s beliefs. 

Holding court in a temple of history, tradition and elegance like the Cricket Room was 

the Holy Grail of bartending. There was no other place like it and I constantly worried whether it 

could survive in today’s culture where cheap, fast, and crude were valued above class, dignity, 

and quality. So far so good; we were raking in the dough. The level of celebrities, however, 

couldn’t hold a burned-at-both-ends candle to the elegance of Cary Grant, Doris Day, Marlene 

Dietrich, and the other stars of Hollywood’s heyday who were frequent guests here.  

Sometimes in quiet moments, I stood behind my bar soaking in the atmosphere, feeling 

like king shit, and thought about why I was there, in that special place. For a bartender, this was 

hallowed ground. Hearing Cricket Room celebrity stories from the past, often told by guests, 

other employees, and even management, made me jealous, but not of the people who witnessed 

them.  I just wanted something similar to happen to me.  I wanted to see movie and reality show 

stars have impulsive arguments, emotional meltdowns, and passionate hookups. I also wanted to 

help them blow ridiculous bundles of cash at my bar.  So far, my only real celebrity encounter 

had been with Warren Beatty, and aside from being impatient, he’d behaved perfectly. Why 

couldn’t he have stood up in the booth, started throwing dishes, and ripping off his clothes? Now 

that would have been something. I wanted chaos and mayhem dammit. Bring on the crazy. 

Somebody come in and let your freak flag fly high and proud. I was anxious for a chance to 

prove that I had the training and maturity to handle it. I was prepared for anything short of 

murder.  

For the first six months though, working the bar had been uneventful.  No guest ever 

stumped me with some fucked up made-up drink request, and even if they had I would have just 

made something up and served it. People who pull that crap on bartenders never know the 

difference if you serve it with confidence. It’s all in the attitude. 

The drinks ordered were all old school.  By the glass: French Champagne like Veuve 

Cliquot and the occasional Dom at a mere $100 a glass; high-end wines from our rotating list of 

fourteen wineries from around the world; vodka martinis (mostly Ketel One, Grey Goose or our 

most expensive at the time, Ultimat, in its signature cobalt bottle); gin martinis (Bombay 

Sapphire and Tanqueray); lots of Old-Fashioneds and Manhattans (mainly mixed with Maker’s 

Mark Bourbon); aged Scotch whiskey (primarily Macallan 18 and 25 and an occasional Balvenie 

or Lagavulin for those who wanted to grow hair on their backs); and basic mixed drinks. 

Negroni, a bitter concoction of gin, Campari and vermouth, was ordered mainly by Italian and 

French guests.  Singapore Sling was Hunter Thompson’s favorite when he had been a famously 

frequent guest, especially during the ‘60s and ‘70s. Every year, Hunter Thompson fans would 

actually come in on his birthday to drink Singapore Slings in his honor.  I could easily picture the 



iconic writer sitting at the bar, wearing his trademark tinted glasses, smoking a cigarette, 

discussing world events or politics. Ahhhh, the bad old days. 

One day I was furtively checking out some skinny, goofy-looking guy at table number 

one who wore large cartoonish glasses and sported a hairdo that looked as if he’d gone to clown 

school, then seen a ghost and been electrocuted at the same time.  It took me a minute until I 

realized that I was looking at Phil Spector, who was famous for his music and in later years for 

his murder trial.  Many of the songs you know were either written or produced by this little 

twerp. He was sitting with a blonde girl who looked a hell of a lot like Lana Clarkson, the 

woman he later murdered, and who was also about the same age.  But according to court 

testimony, it couldn’t have been Lana because he claimed to have met her for the first time at the 

House of Blues on the night she was killed.  This was pre-murder, however, and the Cricket 

Room doesn’t even vaguely resemble The House of Blues. He’s now serving prison time, no 

doubt singing soprano to his girlfriend, Inmate #70238956 a/k/a Butch. 

It was lunchtime and two old regulars who had been coming to the Cricket Room for at least 

twenty years were sitting at the bar.  Mr. Peterson said he preferred the lounge’s bar atmosphere 

to our formal dining room. By now, the stool’s imprint is permanently worn into his butt, not that 

I’ve looked mind you. Mr. Peterson of the Peterson publishing empire and his wife always came 

to my bar to have lunch, but Mr. Peterson would complain about how terrible the food was. He 

loved to tell me stories about the good ol’ days, and how they all used to dine like kings at his 

old restaurant, Scandia, on Sunset Boulevard.  He’d bought the restaurant in the 1970’s from the 

original proprietors, Ken and Ted Hansen, who had made it into a number one celebrity dining 

spot that had competed with the Cricket Room of the time. 


